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July [AI78].

kernal [Ame85a]. Kernel

[Ame85b, Ame85d, Ame96a, HGDS86]. Key
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Letters [Nat99a]. Level
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[Hop83]. Module

[Ame91b, AC90b, AC90d]. Modules

[Ame96b, Ame98b, AC94a]. Monolingual

[AN98a]. multiple [ANS92].

N1043 [Ame97d]. National

[ANS69a, ANS87, Ame88a, Ame88b, Ame90, Bur83, Cad71, FC83, Hon76, Hop83, Nat91, New71, Spe79, Spe81, Uni83]. NCITS

[Ame98a]. networks [ANS92]. NISO
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[AN97b, Ame97d, AN93]. Numerals

[Nat99a].

Office

[Hor85, Ame85e, AC93, Ame91c, Hor85]. Open [IEE95a]. Operating [IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE95d, IEE96b]. Organization [AN95a, Ano94]. Other

[Nat99a]. output [Ins76]. Overview

[BDDH95, Bur83].

PANCM [Ame85c]. Paper
Parallel [Pan92].

Part [ANS92, Ame93, Ame95c, Ame96b, Ame97c, Ame97b, IEE92, IEE93b, IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95c, IEE95d, IEE96a, IEE96b, IEE96c].

Pascal [AI83, AC80, IA93, IA95a, IA97c].

Password [Nat85a, Nat93].

PBASIC [Hop83].

pelo [Cad71].

Performance [Ano93b].

Permanence [AN97e].

Persistent [Ame96b].

PFORT [Ryd74].

PHIGS [Ame97a, AC86].

physical [ANS92].

Picture [Ame86].

PL [AC81, AC87a, AI94, EA75, Spe79, Spe81].

PL/1 [EA75, Spe79].

PL/1-ANSI [Spe79].

PL/B [AI94].

PL/I [AC76, AC87d, AI94, EA75, Spe79].

Point [ANS87, IEE85].

Polynomial [Ano11].

portability [AA82, AA88].

Portable [IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE95d, IEE96b].

POSIX [IEE91, IEE92, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95a, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE95b, IEE95d, IEE96a, IEE96b, IEE96c].

PPM [Ame97a].

practices [AA82, AA88].

Preparation [Nat91].

Preparing [Rel87].

Presentation [ANS69a].

Price [AN99].

Principal [Nat95a].

Print [AN99].

Printed [AN97d].

Procedure [Ame97a].

procedures [Ins76, IA78].

Process [Col95, Ins76].

Processing [ANS69a, Ame97b, Ame85e, ANS92].

Product [AN97c].

Profile [IEE95b].

Program [Hop83, IEE92, IEE95c, IEE95d, IEE96a].

Programmer [Ame88c, Ame97b, PB92, Spe79, Spe81].
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Proof [AN99].
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Protocol [AN95b].
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Publications [AN97e].

Publishing [AN93].

purpose [AC81, AC87a].

Quality [Ame97a].
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R1990 [AC90c].

R1991 [Ame91b, Ame91a].

R1993 [AIC95].

R1996 [Ame96a].
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Real [IEE95d].
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References [Ame78a].

Related [Nat97].

Remote [Ame93].

Report [AN97, AN97b].

Reports [AN95a].

Representation [AN94b].

Retrievak [AN95b, Nat97].
**revised** [Ame87e, Ame81, FC83]. **Revision** [AC74b, Ame78c, Ame78d, ACS85, AC85, AC87c, AC87a, Ame87d, AC90c, Ame95a, AMM95, AI74, AI78, AC80, AC87b, Ame87b, ACII92, Ame96c, AIC95]. **REXX** [AI96b, AI00].

**S8** [AC87c]. **SAN** [AN93]. **Scheme** [Dyb96, Dyb96]. **scientific** [AA82, AA88, AN95a]. **Second** [ANS71]. **Secure** [Nat95c]. **sense** [ANS92]. **Special** [Nat95b]. **Service** [Ano11]. **Sets** [AN98b]. **SGML** [Ass86a, Ass86b, Ame85c, AC93, Ame91c]. **Shell** [IEE93a, IEE94, IEE96c]. **Should** [Pan92]. **SICI** [Ame96c, AN96b]. **Signature** [Nat00]. **Software** [AC87d]. **Sorting** [Nat99a]. **Sovereignty** [Nat95b]. **Specialization** [Ame93]. **Specification** [AN95b]. **specifications** [ANS92]. **Specified** [Ame97a]. **SPICE** [Col95].

**Spines** [AN97d]. **SQL** [AC87d, Ame89b, Ame92, Ame93, Ame95c, Ame96b, Ame97a]. **SQL/CLI** [Ame95c]. **SQL/PSM** [Ame96b]. **Standard** [Ass86a, Ass86b, AB66, AI83, Ame85e, ANS87, Ame89b, AC93, Ame97d, AI00, Ame91c, Bur83, Col95, Hop83, IEE85, IEE94, Nat70, Nat91, Nat85a, Nat85b, Nat93, Nat95b, Nat95c, Nat99b, Nat00, New71, PB92, Ame92, Eill90, Gol91, IAJ83, IA78, SAI+90, Uni80, Pla89, Ame84, AC88b, AC88c, AC87d, AC86, Ame87c, Ame81, ANS69a, AC74a, Ame74b, Ame74a, AC74b, AI74, AC76, AC77, AI78, Ame78c, Ame78b, Ame78d, Ame78a, AC80, AC81, AA82, AM84, ACS85, AC85, Ame85b, Ame85a, Ame85c, AC87b, Ame87a, Ame87b, AC87c, AC87a, AC88a, A88, AC89a, AC89b, Ame89a, AC90a, AC90b, AC90d, AM90, AC90c, Ame90, ACII92, AC92a, AC92b, AC92c, AN93, AC94b, AC94c, AC94a, AI94, AC94d, Ame95a, AIC95, AMM95, AI96a, AI96b, AN97b, EA75, FC83, Hon76, IAJ83, Pla92, Spe79, Spe81, SAI+90]. **Standard** [Uni83, UA83a, Vi94]. **Standardization** [Hor85, Int87]. **Standards** [ANS69b, ANS71, Cad71, Gol91, Pan92, Pla93, Ame94]. **statements** [AC87d]. **Status** [Hor85]. **STD** [Uni83, UA83a, UA83b, ANS87]. **Storage** [Ame86, Nat95a]. **Stored** [Ame96b]. **Structured** [FG84, Gol91]. **study** [FC83]. **subcategory** [Uni80]. **subset** [AC81, AC87a]. **Supercomputing** [IEE95b]. **Supplement** [AC89a, AC90b, AC90d]. **Symbols** [Nat99a]. **System** [Ame85d, Ame88c, Ame96a, Ame97b, HGDS86, IEE92, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95a, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE96a, IEE96b, Ame85a, Ins76, IA78, Ame85b, AC94a].

**Systems** [Ame85d, Ame86, Ame88c, Ame89a, Ame89b, Ame97b, AM84, AC85, Ame85b, Ame85a, Ame85c, Ame85e, AC87b, Ame87a, AC87c, AC87a, AC88a, AC89a, AC89b, AC90a, AC90b, AC90d, AM90, AC92a, Ame92, AN95a, AC93, AC94b, AC94c, AMM95, Ame91c].

**tabular** [Ass86b]. **Technical** [AN95a, AN97b, IEE95d]. **Technology** [Ame93, Ame95c, Ame95b, Ame96b, Ame98a, Ame99, IEE91, IEE92, IEE93b, IEE93c, IEE93a, IEE94, IEE95a, IEE95c, IEE95e, IEE95d, IEE96a, IEE96b, IEE96c, AC90c, AC93, AC94a, Ame95a, Ame97c, Ame91e].

**Template** [Vi94]. **Test** [IEE91, IEE93c, IEE96c, Ame91c]. **testing** [AC93, Ame91c]. **text** [Ame85e, AC93]. **Their** [Nat95b]. **Thesauri** [AN98a].

**Threads** [IEE95c]. **time** [IEE95d]. **TR** [Nat97, Nat99a]. **TR-02-1997** [Nat97]. **TR-03-1999** [Nat99a]. **TR01** [Nat95a]. **TR01-1995** [Nat95a]. **Transfer** [Ame86].

**unofficial** [Ame78c]. **update** [Sak92]. **Usage** [Nat85a]. **Use** [AN98b]. **User** [IEE96b]. **Utilities** [IEE93a, IEE94, IEE96c].
Veriﬁer [Hop83, Ryd74]. Verifying
[Ame97a]. Volunteers [Pla93].

WG21 [Ame97d]. WG21/N1043
[Ame97d]. Working [Ame97d]. works
[Sak92].

X11.1 [AM90, AMM95, AM84].
[AM90, AMM95]. X11.1-1995 [AMM95].
[AC92a].
X3 [AC86, Ame87b]. X.3.10 [AB66].
X.3.10-1966 [AB66]. X.3.113
[Ame87a, AC89a]. X.3.113-1987 [Ame87a].
X3.113-1989 [AC89a]. X.3.113a
[Ame88b, AC89a]. X.3.113a-1989
[Ame89b, AC89a]. X.3.122 [Ame86].
X.3.122-1986 [Ame86]. X.3.124
[Ame85d, Ame96a]. X.3.124-1985
[Ame85d, Ame96a]. X.3.124.1 [Ame96a].
X.3.124.1-1985 [Ame96a]. X.3.135
[Ame89b, Ame92]. X.3.135-1992
[Ame89b, Ame92]. X.3.144.1988 [Ame88c].
X.3.159
[AC86, AC89b, Ame89c, AC90a, ACI92].
X.3.159-1989
[AC89b, Ame89c, AC90a, ACI92].
X.3.159-1989x [AC86]. X.3.165
[AC88a, AC92a]. X.3.165-1988 [AC88a].
[AC87d, Ame89b]. X.3.168-1989 [Ame89b].
X.3.168-198X. [AC87d]. X.3.198
[Ame90, AC92b]. X.3.198-1992 [AC92b].
[AC94c]. X.3.226 [AC92c, AC94d, AI96a].
[AC92c]. X.3.23 [AC74b, AI74, AI78, ACS85, AC85, Ame91a, AC94b, AC90b, AC90d]. X.3.238 [AI94].
X.3.23-1994 [AI94]. X.3.23a
[Ame91b, AC90b, AC90d]. X.3.23a-1989
[Ame91b, AC90b, AC90d]. X.3.23b-1993
[AI96b]. X.3.32 [AC74b]. X.3.32-1974
[AC74b]. X.3.37 [AC80, AC87b, AC95, AC74a, AC77, AC80, AC87b, AC95].
[AC77, AC80]. X.3.37-1980 [AC80, AC87b].
[AC95]. X.3.53 [AC76, AC81, Spe79, Spe81].
X.3.53-1976 [AC76, AC81, Spe79, Spe81].
X.3.74 [AC81, AC87a]. X.3.74-1981
[AC81, AC87a]. X.3.74-1987 [AC87a]. X.3.9
[Ame78c, Ame78d, AC87c, Ame66, Ame78c, Ame78d, Ame87b, AC87c, Ame87c].
X.3.9-1966 [Ame66, Ame78c, Ame78d].
X.3.9-1978
[Ame78c, Ame78d, Ame87b, AC87c].
X.3.9-198X [AC87c, Ame87c]. X.3.97
[AC88b, AC88c]. X.3J11/88
[AC88b, AC88c]. X.3J11/88-090 [AC88b].
[AC88b]. X.3J13 [AC92c, AC94d].
X.3J13/92 [AC92c]. X.3J13/92-102
[AC92c]. X.3J13/93 [AC94d].
X.3J13/93-102 [AC94d]. X.3J16 [Ame97d].
X.3J16/96 [Ame97d]. X.3J16/96-0225
[Ame97d]. X.3J3 [Ame78e]. X.3J3/
[Ano11].
Z39.50 [AN95b].  Z39.50-1995 [AN95b].
Z39.53 [AN94b].  Z39.53-1994 [AN94b].
Z39.56 [Ame96c, AN96b].  Z39.56-1991 [Ame96c].  Z39.56-1996 [Ame96c, AN96b].
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